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Customer Relationship Management (CRM) includes products which encompass the people, 
process and technology capabilities that enable companies to organize and manage their internal 
and external customer relationships. It entails implementing relevant IT systems and tools to 
automate and consolidate customer information. An effective CRM strategy is measured by how 
well it improves a company’s bottom line and how much it increases customer and employee 
satisfaction. 
 
From measuring marketing campaigns to automatically dispatching field technicians to remote 
locations, Oracle has more than 50 CRM-specific applications within Release 12 that help 
companies address every phase of the CRM cycle. This presentation specifically addresses the 
new functionality available in the Service Execution Product Family.  Service Execution 
applications focus on driving revenue and customer loyalty by enabling delivery and service 
management capabilities. 
 
Service Execution is composed of four modules:  Field Service, Depot Repair, Spares 
Management, and Installed Base. Figure 1 shows the components of the Service Execution 
product family. The Field Service Core, Spares Management, and Depot Repair modules will be 
discussed in more detail. 
 

 
Figure 1 – The Service Execution Product Family 

Field Service Core 
Using Oracle Field Service, companies can dispatch field technicians to service calls in remote 
locations. Field Service improves customer satisfaction by more accurately predicting a service 
delivery window for customers. Release 12 made improvements in four important areas in the 
Field Service Core to achieve the goals of increased customer satisfaction and improved 
application usability. New or improved functionality includes a Field Service Support dashboard, 
E-records and E-signatures that comply with 21 CFR Part 11, a Service Request data purge, and 
location time zone support. 
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Field Service Support Dashboard 
The Field Service Support Dashboard (see Figure 2) is an example of how Release 12 seeks to 
improve usability. Notice that a Field Service Representative can now access and perform actions 
on multiple transactions in one form. The new dashboard also allows users to personalize the 
dashboard views to support their individual job roles. Expanded search capabilities give users 
quick access to the data they need. The portal integrates with other Service modules such as 
Install Base and Knowledge Base so that users do not have to navigate away from the dashboard 
to access these other modules. Finally, using Quick Links, users can create service requests, 
access spare parts information, and receive and return parts.  
 

 
Figure 2 - The Field Service Support Dashboard 

E-Records and E-Approvals 
In Release 12, the Administrator and Technician Portals provide support for electronic records 
and approvals. This entails creating E-records and capturing the approver ID and password. The 
key application transactions recorded are Task Debrief and Closure. 
Oracle E-records and E-signatures comply with the regulatory standard, 21 CFR Part 11, which 
deals with the FDA guidelines on electronic records and electronic signatures in the United 
States. It defines the criteria under which electronic records and signatures are considered 
trustworthy, reliable and equivalent to paper records. According to 21 CFR Part 11, the software 
application's role in the data management process is to guarantee and substantiate that 
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manufactured product data is electronically captured, manipulated, extracted, and coded during 
the manufacturing of the product. All subject data and definitional objects (metadata) must have a 
complete audit trail. This new feature is supported in other Release 12 modules as well, including 
Inventory and Work in Process. Refer to www.fda.gov/ora/compliance_ref/part11 for a complete 
definition of 21 CFR Part 11. 
 
To view transactions that have E-records and E-signatures, users can navigate by clicking on the 
quick link called Search E-record Evidence Store from the Field Service Support Dashboard. 
Figure 3 shows the E-record detail page. Notice that users can click on the links across the top of 
the form to jump quickly to different sections of the form. The E-signature can be seen in the 
Signature Details section. This E-document conforms to the standards set forth in 21 CFR Part 11 
and would hold as much weight legally as a paper document. 
 

 
Figure 3 – An E-record with an E-signature 

Follow these setup steps to enable E-records and E-signatures for your company: 
·  Set the Profile Options “EDR: E-records”  to Yes and “EDR: E-Signatures”  to Yes. 
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·  Using the ERES Administrator responsibility, navigate to Administration Task > Setup. 
·  Search for Transaction Name: “ERES Debrief Report Event”. Set the transaction variable name “E-

record Required” to Yes. Set the transaction variable name “E-signature Required” to Yes. 
·  The ERES workflow business event subscription should be “Enabled” and should be in 

“Synchronous mode”. 
·  The Approval Management Engine should have one rule defined. 

Service Requests Data Purge 
With the “Service Request Data Purge” concurrent program, users can delete single or multiple 
service requests or cases. CRM System Administrators can manage system performance and 
downtime by controlling the size of the service request/case data. This feature also helps 
companies meet regulatory requirements related to the retention of customer or citizen 
information. 
 
The purge program can be accessed from the Service responsibility and imposes certain 
restrictions. For example, a service request cannot be purged if it has open Depot Repair orders 
or open Field Service Tasks. To respect enabled security, the program will only purge service 
requests the user has permission to update under their current responsibility. Two service request 
types cannot be purged: Complex Maintenance Repair and Overhaul, and Enterprise Asset 
Maintenance. Finally, the program will not purge service requests with unsubmitted charge lines. 
Note: The purge program does not delete e-mails processed by the Oracle E-Mail Center. Users 
must run the Oracle E-mail purge program to accomplish this task. 
 
If the service request is eligible for purging, all the information related to that service request will 
be deleted. All of the additional attribute types, including user-defined extensible attributes and 
Descriptive Flexfields, will be deleted. All service request tasks and notes, attachments, audits, 
messages, contact points, and charge lines will be deleted. Links from other service requests to 
the purged service request and links from knowledge base solutions to the purged service 
request will also be purged. Also, all information regarding the request in the Universal Work 
Queue will be purged. 
 
The purge program records the purge information in a concurrent log file. If the “Maintain Audit” 
parameter is set to Yes, all of the detailed log information will be written to the 
CS_INCIDENTS_PURGE_AUDIT_B table. A SQL query must be written to retrieve data from 
table.  
� �
Time Zone Support 
In Release 12, all Field Service and related products provide, where appropriate, full support for 
Customer/Incident and Technician Time Zones. With this new capability, call center agents, 
dispatchers, managers and administrators can communicate with customers and field technicians 
in their local time zones. When multiple time zones are enabled, agents can view the dates and 
times in their own time zone. They can also indicate their own individual preference by setting a 
system profile at the user level. Agents will also be able to view the resolution and response times 
in the time zones of the incident address and the primary contact on the service request.  When 
creating a service request, agents will be able to specify the time zone whether they are entering 
an Agent Time Zone or Corporate Time Zone.  In the Oracle Forms Folder tool, users can display 
the time zone dependent fields they want on the Service Request tab of the Contact Center 
window and the Workbench tab of the Service Request window.  
 
Multiple time zones can be enabled using the following Profile Options:��
·  Enable Timezone Conversions  - Setting this system Profile Option to "Yes" enables multiple time 

zone support for your application 
·  Server Timezone - This Profile Option specifies the server time zone and can be set only at the 

Site level. 
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·  Client Timezone -  This Profile Option specifies the agent time zone and can be set at all levels. 
Because this system profile can be set at the user level, agents can be instructed to set it 
themselves for the time zone they prefer. 

·  Service Default value for Service Request -  This system Profile Option specifies the default time 
zone the application uses to display task dates 

Spares Management 
Moving on from the Field Service Core, Spares Management provides logistics and planning 
features that directly address the selection and delivery of spare parts to field locations. This 
application also fosters spares planning by giving technicians full access to multi-echelon 
stocking levels that are tied back to replenishment and fulfillment. Full use of this application 
helps to reduce inventory cost because it allows inventory management at a more granular level. 
Two new functional areas are external repair execution and warehouse replenishment planning. 
 
External Repair Execution 
New functionality in Release 12 provides the ability to manage and track defective parts 
throughout the entire vendor repair cycle. Vendor repair as well as internal repair is initiated from 
the new Spares Warehouse Replenishment Planning (WRP) module. The repair execution 
process takes repair planning recommendations from WRP and automatically creates the 
documents necessary to execute external repairs. Repair Suppliers in the field service supply 
chain can be both internal and external. External Repair Execution (ERE) provides automated 
functionality to execute a repair at an external repair supplier and replenish the field service 
warehouse with repaired parts based on need. 
 
The external repair suppliers are defined using Sourcing Rules and linked to the warehouse being 
planned in WRP in Assignment Sets for replenishments. Users should create a Sourcing Rule for 
organizations where external repair suppliers should be used for the replenishment of the 
warehouse being planned.  With this capability, buyers and planners can see the repair purchase 
order status and all transactions relating to the repair purchase order. This is an improvement 
because currently, most Field Service Planners rely on purchasing for this information. They are 
not able to see when the repaired item can be included in the on hand inventory supply. 
 
Warehouse Replenishment Planning 
Planning warehouse inventories in a field service supply chain experience requires a different 
approach when compared with warehouses that support a manufacturing supply chain. Some of 
the more significant differences are higher volume of defective returns, higher volume of repair 
operation activities, redeployment of excess inventory, inventory plans driven by product 
component failure rates forecasts, and supersession of parts impacts.  
 
The process for creating warehouse replenishment plans consists of running three concurrent 
programs. First, the “Usage for Recommendation” concurrent program updates usage history so 
forecasts calculations are based on the latest usage information. Next, the “Process Supercede 
Items” concurrent program collects the latest supersession information. The third concurrent 
program is “Create Warehouse Replenishment Data”. This program is the planning engine that 
creates or regenerates plans for one or all warehouses. 
 
The new Warehouse Replenishment Plan form, with time phased planning and a horizontal view 
is available with Release 12. After creating warehouse replenishment plans, users enter search 
criteria to retrieve plans and recommendations of interest. After retrieving plans that meet the 
search criteria, view the search results table to identify the specific plan. From the Warehouse 
Replenishment Plan form, a Field Service Planner can regenerate named plans, view dates 
horizontally (past, current, and future), create a forecast based on population and failure rate of 
parts, create a forecast of repairable returned parts, manually adjust or replace a forecast, 
determine projected planned orders by source type, and determine projected on-hand and 
available inventory balances. 
�
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Depot Repair 
Depot Repair streamlines the entire in-house repair process, from the creation of the Return 
Material Authorization (RMA) to billing and shipment of the repaired product back to the 
customer. Technicians use a workbench to initiate RMAs and other repair activities, while 
customers are able to minimize down time with exchanges and loaners while products are 
serviced. Some of the improvements in the Depot Repair module include changes to repair flow 
processing, high volume processing, logistics, and repair management. 
 
Repair Flow Processing 
In earlier releases of Depot Repair, only repair statuses existed to categorize repair order 
progress. There were four seeded repair statuses - Draft, Open, Hold, Closed - and they were not 
extensible. This concept has been extended to allow statuses to be defined within states. States 
now correspond to the earlier statuses. Users can now define many lower-level statuses within 
the new states that have workflow capabilities. In Figure 4, new statuses “In Process” and 
“Complete” have been defined.  
 

 
Figure 4 – Release 12 supports user-defined statuses 

Once the new statuses are defined, they are then assign to one of the seeded states – Draft, 
Open, Hold, and Closed (see Figure 5) through the Repair Order Status Set-Up form. Each status 
associated with a state inherits the limitations that are associated with that state. Statuses 
associated with the Hold or Closed states restrict users as to what operations they can perform. 
Notice that more than one status can be assigned to a state. 
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Figure 5 – Statuses can be assigned to one or more states 

In addition, users can create custom repair status transitions. A Repair Order Status Transition is 
the definition of two repair order statuses, the Current Status and the Next Status. For each repair 
type, a Start Status and one or more Repair Status transitions must be defined. These transitions 
determine the only allowable status transitions for the given repair type. Workflows can also be 
associated with transitions. 
 
Users can also change from one repair type to another during the course of a repair. In this 
situation, when a repair order status has been defined as associated to other repair types, and 
one repair order has the appropriate common status, the repair type of the repair order can be 
updated to any of the other repair types. For example, a user defines a status of “In Repair” for 
the repair type “Repair and Return” and for “Loaner, Repair and Return”. The repair type of a 
repair order, whose repair type is currently “Repair and Return” and whose status is “In Repair”, 
can be updated to “Loaner, Repair and Return”. Note: Repair Type Transitions do not add, delete, 
nor default any logistic lines. After a repair type transition is performed on a repair order, users 
must perform manual adjustments to logistic lines, if the organization processes require this. 
 
High Volume Processing 
High volume repair is an enhancement to the standard repair and return process. It automates 
and facilitates the creation of work orders, procuring and issuing materials, and assigning 
resources with minimal input and decision-making from a repair technician. User interfaces now 
exist that focus on the repair technician role, as opposed to the customer service and material 
handler roles.  This new user interface enables a repair technician to perform various functions 
from one form as shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 – The Repair Order Search screen 

Repair technicians can drill down by clicking on the associated Repair Number link. From the detail 
screen (see Figure 7), users can query for recommended services, generate jobs, and update statuses 
with one click of a button. 

 
Figure 7– Access functionality with one click of the button 

This is another example of how Oracle is striving to increase usability. This functionality is 
available only for “Repair and Return” Repair Types. If Service Codes are used, the system can 
make recommendations. Depot Repair provides users with statistics of the most common 
materials and resources used in previous repair orders for the same item. 
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Enhanced Logistics 
Release 12 has a couple of areas that have been enhanced in logistics. Additional line-level 
logistics capabilities enable greater functionality and flexibility for a given repair order. Also, 
improved bulk receiving capabilities enable quantities of serialized items to be received quickly.  
 
With the enhanced line-level capabilities, users now have more visibility to help manage at the Depot 
Repair Order level rather than at the sales order level. Line-level warehouse and sub-inventory 
selection, detailed line-level status with display of the order, and shipping status are all available. Data 
is now displayed on the logistics tab of the Repair Orders form. 

With improved bulk receiving users can generate the service requests, repair orders and RMAs, 
and receive items into inventory with minimal button clicks. The general principle behind bulk 
receiving is to enable users to record the information required to process repair order items as 
easily as possible when they arrive in the depot without an RMA. Generally, the bulk receiving 
function will be used to create a batch of items per customer per shipment. 
 
In order to perform batch receiving, execute the following steps in the Bulk Receiving form: 

Enter either the customer account number or a service contract number – Depot Repair derives the 
account number. 

For each item, enter as much of the following data as possible 

·  Item Name 

·  Serial Number, for serialized items 

·  Quantity (required) 

·  UOM (if the UOM is not entered, the primary UOM of the item is derived) 

Click Process to process the batch 

When the process button is pressed, the “Depot Repair Bulk Receive Item” concurrent program is 
submitted to create the following objects for each batch of items: one service request, a repair 
order and an RMA for each item. The concurrent request will also attempt to auto-receive the 
items. When an item is auto-received, its status in the return line in the Logistics tab of the Depot 
Repair Workbench is set to “Received”. 
 
Enhanced Repair Management 
In Task mode, enhancements include the ability for quality results input for a task-based repair. Work 
done to completed repairs complies with electronic record and signature regulatory requirements. Task 
mode provides an alternate repair process that is intended to manage simple repair work that does not 
require extensive tracking or management processes. After task completion, the technician uses the 
“Debrief Report” in Oracle Depot Repair to log the material, labor, and expense transactions. Users can 
assign Oracle Quality collection plans to tasks through setups in the Oracle Quality module. Depot 
Repair provides E-records and E-signature (ERES) functionality in Task mode via the Debrief screen 
for each Task. In WIP mode, the ability for repair job resource assignment from Depot Workbench is 
now available. In the Repair Execution tab, you can add materials and resources to jobs.  

Conclusion 
Many benefits to an enterprise can be derived from implementing Release 12 Service Execution. 
With the improved Field Service Core, better response time and call tracking means offering 
customers better service. This improves the probability of selling aftermarket services to an 
existing customer base. Enhanced logistics reduces the time it takes in the repair and return cycle 
by allowing more of the transactions to take place and be recorded by the person actually 
performing the repair. Faster processing time means a more streamlined and efficient process for 
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initiating billing. Similarly, improved bulk receiving and high volume processing enable 
organizations to shorten the cycle of realizing revenue. Decreased service delivery costs can be 
realized by understanding where the optimal location for delivering service parts to meet field 
service demands has a direct impact on decreasing and organizations delivery costs. External 
Repair Execution allows companies to manage external vendors’ repairs to facilitate 
replenishment of warehouses. Finally, reducing trunk inventory is always a challenge in a Field 
Service Organization where most of the time the high value inventory is out of the spare parts 
loop. Spares Management helps manage this inventory and contributes to better inventory 
planning. 
 


